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Diverdeinverde Programme 2019 
(to be accompanied by the map) 

 
BOLOGNA, 17-19 MAY 2019 

Three days to discover that Bologna is a garden 
 
The sixth edition of Diverdeinverde is upon us. In May, this event opens to the public many of the 
most beautiful private gardens located in the city centre, in the hills and in other areas of the 
municipality of Bologna. Anyone following us since 2014 as well as people who have come across 
us more recently will know that the event is a real feast for the eyes and a unique opportunity to let 
yourself be enchanted by plants, flowers, statues, other elegant and interesting artefacts, and 
previously undiscovered views and panoramas of the city. Every year, we endeavour to reaffirm the 
most beautiful gardens and find new ones, in different areas of the city: this time there will be 51 
gardens, some of which are brand new additions including, for the first time, a beautiful terrace. 
Alongside the gardens, it has now become a tradition to offer cultural, musical, literary, artistic and 
educational events in the gardens and other venues of the city. Once again this year, the greatest 
satisfaction will be seeing many locals from Bologna, but also people from other cities, regions and 
countries, holding the Diverdeinverde programme in their hands, a smile on their faces and their 
minds on the next garden. When walking around these private places that are so kindly opening 
their doors to the public, visitors are requested to keep noise to a minimum and behave just like they 
have done so admirably in previous years. Apart from that, we hope the weather will be fine and 
that everyone will be pleased. 
 
INFORMATION 
Villa Ghigi Foundation – 051 3399084/3399120 
diverdeinverde@fondazionevillaghigi.it 
www.diverdeinverde.fondazionevillaghigi.it 
For the three days of the event, the number 328 2724884 is active 
 
How to participate 
Diverdeinverde will take place from the afternoon on Friday 17 till Sunday, May 19. 
A nominal entry card (10 euros in advance, up to 16 May; 12 euros from May 19th) 
entitles you to enter the private gardens of the programme during the three days of the event, 
according to the days and the opening times indicated for each garden. 
 
The entry ticket is on sale at 
Bologna Bologna Welcome, Piazza Maggiore 1/e - 051 6583111 - www.bolognawelcome.com 
NaturaSì, via de’ Toschi 5, via Po 3, via Montefiorino 2, viale della Repubblica 23 Flò Fiori, via 
Saragozza 23/b Senape Vivaio Urbano, via Santa Croce 10/abc ZOO, Strada Maggiore 50/a 
Casalecchio di Reno Natura Sì, via Porrettana 388 San Lazzaro di Savena Natura Sì, via Emilia 
234 San Giovanni in Persiceto Natura Sì, via Bologna 15/b Imola IAT Imola, Galleria Centro 
Cittadino - via Emilia 135 Natura Sì, via della Resistenza 6/a. 
During the event, card is on sale also in some of the gardens:  at the Arena Orfeonica, via 
Broccaindosso 50 (our headquarters, we wait for you), in the gardens of Palazzo Rosselli Del 
Turco, via Santo Stefano 63, Fondazione Zucchelli, vicolo Malgrado 3/2, Casa Masetti Zannini, 
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via Cà Selvatica 4, in those of via Pietralata 16 and via Capo di Lucca 12/a (Saturday and Sunday 
only, for this last one) and at indicated bicycle rentals.  

 
Jot down the date! The seventh edition of Diverdeinverde will take place on 22 to 24 May 2020. 
NOTES 
 
Diverdeinverde will take place regularly also in the event of bad weather. 
Not all gardens are open for the duration of the event; in some gardens, in addition, entrance is 
allowed only in specific times and with guided tours. 
The entry ticket has your name on it and must be shown with an identity card. 
Children under 13 years old do not pay. Most of the gardens unfortunately are not accessible with 
wheelchairs.  Dogs are not allowed. 
The garden no. 42 can be reached only by shuttle, with online booking on the link to Event-brite 
active from our site www.diverdeinverde.fondazionevillaghigi.it; nearby, as in the case of other 
external gardens, there are no car parks. Shuttles depart from viale Gozzadini, behind the church of 
Santa Madonna del Baraccano, at the times indicated during the booking online. Also the garden 
no. 46, even though it can be reached by car, can be visited only upon booking on our site from 
May 2, 2 pm. 
University students and volunteer ecological guards control the accesses to the gardens and the 
correct visitor's behaviour 
 
ARENA ORFEONICA 
The large sixteenth-century Arena Orfeonica, at via Broccaindosso 50, will host once again the 
logistic and organisational base of Diverdeinverde for this edition, and will stay open on Friday 
from 2 pm to 8 pm, and all day Saturday and Sunday from 9.30 am to 8 pm. Here you can 
obtain information, purchase event admission cards, books and gadgets, or sit and rest for a 
moment, perhaps taking advantage of the refreshment point managed by Trattoria da Maro, 
offering snacks and drinks. Some of the events announced in the dedicated section of the 
programme will be held at the Arena Orfeonica. In the event of rain, certain events will be held in 
the nearby Ateliersi. We will play host to a small number of associations that will manage the 
exchange of seeds and the  diffusion of these activities: on Saturday you will find ADiPA 
(Association for the Distribution of Plants among Plant Lovers) - Emilia-Romagna division 
(www.adipa.it); Geart (www.associazionegeart.com) will be present on Saturday and Sunday. 
Music and fresh fruit will be served on Sunday at 7 pm, as the event comes to a close. The beautiful 
set-up design with tree specimens was offered by Arcadia Impianti. 
 
OTHER ALL-DAY OPENINGS 
Besides Arena Orfeonica, other gardens are also open all day long. In the Palazzo Rosselli del 
Turco garden, at via Santo Stefano 63, the Ancelle del Sacro Cuore di Gesù will as usual be 
offering some delicious delicacies for charity (but on Saturday they will close at 4 pm); in the 
garden of the Zucchelli Foundation, at vicolo Malgrado 3/2, there will be a refreshment point; in 
the Orti di Orfeo, at via della Braina 7, the refreshment point managed by the Scacco Matto 
restaurant will be open again this year (Sunday only, from 12 pm); in the Garden on via 
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Battaglia, a refreshment point managed by the biodynamic farm restaurant Piacere Sasso will be 
open on Sunday. 
 
We would like to announce that Peonia in Bloom - Exhibition and Excellent Crafts Market will be 
taking place from 16 to 18 May in the Orti di Orfeo (Orfeo Gardens), backing the Let Me Talk 
project by the Fondazione Pio Istituto Sordomuto Povere (Charity Foundation for the Deaf and 
Poor). 
 
And finally, we would like to draw your attention to the Muri di Versi festival, which will be taking 
place on Saturday and Sunday filling the street with poetry and will be curated by the association of 
the same name, (free admission).  
 
POST YOUR PHOTOS AND SEND US THEM TOO! 
This year, once again, the cover photo was selected from the many photos sent to us by the visitors. 
It was taken by Aneta Malinowska, who we would like to thank again. It has now become a 
tradition and makes the event even more participatory, so please send your pictures shot during the 
event, preferably with good definition, to diverdeinverde@fondazionevillaghigi.it. We will post a 
few in the gallery on our website and we will select the 2020 cover page from all those we receive. 
 
 
GARDENS 
 
IN THE HISTORICAL CITY CENTRE 
 
1 Via del Monte 8, Palazzo Boncompagni, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm, 
Sunday 10 am to 1 pm The inner courtyard of the magnificent palace is home to a spectacular 
specimen of Magnolia grandiflora. 
2 Via Capo di Lucca 12/A, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm 
and 3 pm to 7 pm Un Altro Studio's small garden in a terrace overlooking Canale delle Moline. 
3 Botanical Garden, Friday, Saturday and Sunday 10 am to 6 pm (last entry 5.30 pm) This 
fascinating Bologna garden, filled with botanical and historical inspirations, organises special 
events at the weekend. 
4 Via del Borgo di San Pietro 1/c, Palazzo Bentivoglio, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 
pm and Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm Two exclusive gardens in one of Bologna’s 
most important palaces reinvented through species typical of shaded courtyards and perennial 
herbaceous plants in a more intimate and secretive setting. 
5 Largo Respighi, Giardino del Guasto, Friday 5 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 7 pm, 
Sunday 10 am to 7 pm The lovely contemporary garden was created in 1975 on part of the ruins of 
palazzo dei Bentivoglio. 
6 Via San Vitale 94, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, 
Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm The charming and cosy inner garden of hotel San 
Vitale. 
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7 Via Quadri 6, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm A precious and romantic inner garden, with a well, 
cypress, loquat tree and charming architectural details. 
8 Via Quadri 6, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm A small second garden, bordering with the previously 
mentioned garden, with a remarkable view on a historic corner of the city. 
9 Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50, Friday 2 pm to 8 pm, Saturday 9 am to 8 pm, 
Sunday 9 am to 8 pm Not a garden but a 16th-century courtyard, headquarters of the Orfeonica 
association and logistics base during Diverdeinverde. 
10 Strada Maggiore 34, Palazzo Sanguinetti, Friday 3 pm to 6.30 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm 
and 3 pm to 6.30 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 6.30 pm The inner garden of the Music 
Museum (Museo della Musica) featuring banana trees and 19th-century trompe-l’oeil artworks. 
11 Strada Maggiore 46, Palazzo Bolognetti, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm A 
charming entrance and a garden with concrete statues and a fountain. 
12 Strada Maggiore 54, Palazzo Sàssoli, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 
pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm A large garden with imposing trees and 
concrete statues. 
13 Vicolo Malgrado 3/2, Fondazione Zucchelli, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 7 pm, 
Sunday 10 am to 7 pm An old-fashioned garden, with a beautiful wisteria, rosebushes and long-
standing ornamental plants. 
14 Via Fondazza 19, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm The first of two internal green 
spaces that recall the arrangement typical of this popular area in the Middle Ages. 
15 Via Fondazza 62, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm A small, tamed jungle with palm 
trees and a bamboo wooded area. 
16 Via Santo Stefano 75, Palazzo Agucchi, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm A 
magnificent Italian garden with statues, fountains and pavilions. 
17 Via Santo Stefano 63, Palazzo Rosselli del Turco, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 
4 pm, Sunday 10 a to 7 pm A spacious garden with a fountain and centenary cedar of Lebanon. 
18 Via Santo Stefano 56, Palazzo Zani, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 
pm to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm Reminiscences of a romantic garden, with 
a niche and other Gothic Revival details in the 16th-century headquarters of the Consortium of 
Reclamation of the Reno River (Consorzio della Bonifica Renana). 
19 Via della Braina 7, Orti di Orfeo, Sunday 12 pm to 7 pm The extensive vegetable-ornamental 
gardens of the former convent of Santa Maria della Vittoria: a corner of countryside in the city. 
20 Via Guerrazzi 30, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 
pm to 7 pm A series of courtyards with green parts present an evocative lawn space dominated by a 
centuries-old cedar tree. 
21 Via Castiglione 29, Palazzo Ratta Pizzardi, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm In 
the headquarters of Azienda USL in Bologna, the garden boasts impressive specimens of 
pittosporums and holly and is dominated by the San Domenico apse. 
22 Via Santo Stefano 30, Palazzo Hercolani-Bonora, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 
1 pm A garden divided into two inner courtyards, rich in botanical essences and allegorical statues. 
23 Via Savenella 13, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 am to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 
am to 7 pm A seventeenth-century building that has maintained the scenic setting of its garden with 
a niche and an architectural backdrop; it presently houses the association Reuse with Love. The 
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garden also features a comfortable reading corner and the opportunity of book-crossing. 
24 Via Savenella 19, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 
pm to 7 pm 10-13 e 15-19 Another small green area, once used for productive and service 
purposes, which has preserved the atmosphere of Bologna in times gone by. 
25 Via Miramonte 16, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm A small garden with lush 
vegetation. Bamboo, bay trees and a large palm tree convey a touch of Mediterranean and exotic 
atmosphere. NEW 
26 Via Solferino 19, Friday 4 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 4 pm to 7 pm, Sunday 4 pm to 7 pm A 
small “scrambly” garden in the head office of the duepuntilab association. 
27 Via Paglietta 10, Saturday 10 am to 1pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 
pm to7 pm A service space inside an old block turned into a lovely garden. NEW 
27 bis Via San Procolo 7 – Boschereccia NEW 
Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm 
Not a garden, but a “country-room” inside an ancient house. The “Boschereccia” (woodland scene) 
of the house Laura Baravelli painted by Rodolfo Fantuzzi.  
Limited capacity. One steep flight of stairs to reach the first floor. 
28 Via Saragozza 26, Palazzo Albergati, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm, 
Saturday 10 am to 1pm The greenery of the urban residence of a famous family where the Roman 
baths once stood. 
29 Via Malpertuso 5, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm A lovely family garden created 
in the early 1900s that has maintained the original set-up, décor and furnishings intact. 
30 Via Santa Caterina 13, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm 
and 3 pm to 7 pm 
The cat garden, dominated by a palm tree and a thick honeysuckle pergola in the interior greenery 
in the old borough of Santa Caterina. 
31 Via Cà Selvatica 4, Casa Masetti Zannini, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm 
and 3 pm to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm The large garden, called 
"ornithological" in the post-war period, is known for its aviaries, where the gardens of the convent 
of Santa Maria degli Angeli were once located. 
32 Via Nosadella 34, Casa Menzani, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm An elegant 
cosy garden with a Carrara marble tub and a lovely jasmine pergola. 
33 Via Nosadella 49/2, Fondazione Gualandi, Saturday 10 am to 12 pm and 4 pm to 6 pm - 
entrance every half hour, with guided tours by the teachers of the Al cinema! kindergarten. The 
Gualandi Foundation’s children garden, with lovely plant structures and many natural materials. 
34 Via Sant’Isaia 23, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm A surprising wealth of banana 
plants hidden among the houses in the city centre. NEW 
35 Via Marconi 8, Terrazza, Saturday 3 pm to 7 pm, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm 
A top-floor terrace filled with plants and flowers and featuring a water circuit, embellished by a 
raised pergola with vines and wisteria offering magnificent views. NEW 
Limited capacity; once the lift has reached the floor, there are still two flights of steps. 
36 Via Pietralata 16, Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, 
Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm A real treat right in the historic centre, with refined 
antique furniture by Freak Andò, climbing roses and bushes of boxwood. 
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OUTSIDE THE CITY 
37 Via Bellinzona 6, Convent of San Giuseppe, Saturday 10 am to 12 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, 
Sunday 10 am to 12 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm In the area of a convent of ancient origin but with a 
more recent appearance, a green cloister and a piece of countryside with olive trees, an orchard and 
ornamental plants. 
38 Via Audinot 28/2, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm Fashionable trees such as palm 
trees and large Arizona cypresses as well as old fruit trees such as pomegranate and persimmon 
trees provide the backdrop to an elegant early 20th-century villa. NEW 
39 Via Giambattista Martini 10, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm In a typical 1920s 
Bologna urban setting, a small yet lush green arrangement from which the great passion for 
Mediterranean gardens transpires. NEW 
40 Via Battaglia 6, Orto, Saturday 10 am to 12 pm, Sunday 10 am to 7 pm (10 am to 12 pm, 
guided tours every half hour); bus 20, Villa Benni stop. A vegetable plot set up and managed 
together with deaf children; a project curated by Fondazione Gualandi with the contribution of 
Fondazione del Monte and Pio Istituto Sordomute Povere. 
41 Via Battaglia 16, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7pm; bus 20, Villa Benni stop (then a 
short walk) An elegant contemporary garden that surrounds the house, connecting it to the 
environment of the first hills. 
42 Via Felicina 1, Giardino delle Stanze Sonore, Saturday: entry at 10 am, 11 am, 12 pm, 3 
pm , 4 pm, 5 pm and 6 pm, Sundays: entry at 10 am, 11 am, 12 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm and 6 
pm; limited capacity (online booking only starting from May 2nd at 2 pm); parking facilities 
In the countryside, a garden filled with evocative points: Land Art installations, the Zen corner, the 
Chartres maze, the small biolake, the artwork of Patrizia Merendi. 
43 Via Cà Rosa 9, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm A spacious garden with large trees, 
lovely magnolias, peonies, irises, hellebores and a scenic climbing rose. 
44 Via dell’Osservanza 19, Villa Baruzziana, Saturday and Sunday: entry at 3, 4 and 5 pm; 
bus 52, Villa Baruzziana stop The park of the clinic, once residence of the sculptor Cincinnato 
Baruzzi, with lovely views of the city. 
45 Via dell’Osservanza 41, Villa Scarani, Sunday: entry at 4 and 5.30 pm, oil tasting session 
and sale; bus 52, Osservanza stop The olive grove of the Scarani farm at the back of the villa with 
superb views of the city. 
46 Via dei Colli, Giardino di Rose del Podere Le Vigne, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to7 
pm; access exclusively by shuttle bus from viale Gozzadini (online booking only from May 
2nd, 2 pm). A beautiful rose garden on a strip of cultivated hillside, with many varieties of old 
roses. From the point of arrival of the shuttle, there is a 700 metre downhill and uphill walk. 
47 Piazzale Bacchelli 4, Villa Revedin, Sunday: entry at 10 am, 11 am, 12 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 
pm and 6 pm; bus 30, Piazzale Bacchelli stop The extensive grounds of the archdiocesan 
seminary, near San Michele in Bosco, full of fascinating sights. 
48 Via Putti 17, Villa Favorita, Sunday 10 am to 1 pm, bus 30, Putti stop. An elegant garden on a 
slope designed by Paolo Pejrone with splendid views of the city. 
49 Via Santa Barbara 9, Casa Mantovani, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, entry 
every half hour; bus 16, Santa Barbara stop A pleasant hilly park surrounds B&B Il Villino and 
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some modern buildings featuring interesting green roofs and home to psychiatric health residences, 
laboratories and other activities. 
50 Via Siepelunga 57, Villa de Faveri Tron, Saturday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, 
Sunday 10 am to 1 pm and 3 pm to 7 pm, entry every half hour; bus 16, Siepelunga stop The 
large park of an early 19th-century villa designed by Angelo Venturoli offering great views of the 
city. 
51 Via Molinelli 22, Villa Belpoggio-Hercolani, Sunday, entry with guided tours at 3 pm, 3.45 
pm, 4.30 pm, 5.15 pm and 6 pm; bus 16, Hercolani stop The spacious late-18th-century park 
with staircases, terraces, slopes and large tree specimens provides a scenic setting to the 
monumental villa. 
 
 
EVENTS 
 
Sneak previews 
 
SATURDAY	11	MAY	 
11 am_DamsLab, Piazzetta Pasolini - free entry (installation opening 10 am - 1 pm) 
Bologna the rose: the city opens its gardens up to relations. As part of the Urbanact - Urban 
Regeneration Mix project, the University of Bologna’s DAMSLab will become, for a Saturday 
morning at the Mercato Ritrovato (Farmers’ Market), a colourful greenhouse with a rose 
garden-installation of hundreds of old roses (including the rose ‘Variegata di Bologna’) tended by 
the Flora 2000 nursery, to present a preview of Diverdeinverde. Together with Roberta 
Paltrinieri, sociologist at the University of Bologna and scientific coordinator of DAMSLab, Mino 
Petazzini, director of the Villa Ghigi Foundation, gardening expert Carlo Pagani and Giorgio 
Pirazzoli, coordinator of the Farmers’ Market, we will be speaking about roses, about the sixth 
edition of Diverdeinverde and about a Bologna that is opening its private gardens up to the public, 
showing off its botanical wonders and encouraging new hospitable and welcoming relations with 
enthusiastic citizens and inquisitive tourists. 
 
THURSDAY 16 MAY 
6.30 pm_Palazzo Boncompagni, Sala del Papa, via del Monte 8 - free entry 
Palazzo Boncompagni, an untold story, talk by Piero Villani 
 
EXHIBITIONS AND OTHER EVENTS IN THE THREE DAYS OF DIVERDEINVERDE 
Santa Marta Garden, via Torleone 4/1 - free entry 
Exhibition of landscapes by Domenico Grenci - from Friday afternoon to Sunday. 
Zucchelli Foundation, vicolo Malgrado 3/2 - admission with card - Restituit - Exhibition 
sponsored by the Academy of Fine Arts of Bologna, curated by Rebecca Ardizzoni, with the 
artists Costanza Battaglini, Daniele Gagliardi, Jacopo Naccarato, Vale Palmi, Miriam del 
Seppia and Claudio Valerio - Friday 3 pm to 7 pm, Saturday and Sunday 10 am to 7 pm. 
Duepuntilab, via Solferino 19 - admission with card - ManifestArti by Stefano Aspiranti - 
Photography exhibition and installation in the small garden - from Friday to Sunday, 4 pm to 7 pm. 
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Nelumbo Open Project, via Arienti 10 - free entry Hortus conclusus. The garden as a 
threshold in the work of Octavia Monaco. Friday at 6 pm: exhibition opening; over the two 
subsequent days, the exhibition will be open at the following times: Saturday 11 am to 1 pm and 4 
pm to 7 pm; Sunday 11 am - 5 pm. 
Botanical Garden and Herbarium, hall B, via Irnerio 42 - free entry 
For International Fascination of Plants Day, promoted all over the world, the Botanical Garden 
will stay open from 10 am to 6 pm from Friday to Sunday, offering a series of events on the theme 
of Extreme plants for extreme environments. Adapting is necessary. Friday at 5 pm: opening 
conference. Saturday morning, hall B: short lectures (20 minutes) by Paolo Trost -succulents, 
Rossella Pistocchi - algae, Juri Nascimbene - lichens, Marta Galloni - plants and pollinators in 
the urban environment. From 10 am to 6 pm on Saturday and Sunday: posters and positions with 
Mirko Salinitro - metallophytes, Lucia Conte - Puccinellia fasciculata (saline areas), Stefania 
Biondi - quinoa and salt tolerance, Francesca Rapparini - “resurrection” plants and drought stress, 
Alessandro Alessandrini - the flora of historical and cultural heritage, Giuliano Vitali - virtual 
plant; Claudia Bonfiglioli (and Umberto Mossetti) - extreme plants from the Library and from the 
Bertoloni Herbarium. 
 
FRIDAY 17 MAY 
3 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry  Opening of the event. 
3.30 pm-4.30 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50  Workshop curated by the Camilla 
Malvasia Garden Club: Let's make the Diverdeinverde floral bracelet together. Free entry, 
maximum of 10 people. Mandatory registration from 20 April, by sending an email to 
info@gardenclubbologna.it. Anyone unable to sign up can still come and watch. 
5 pm_via Pietralata 16 - admission with card In the rose- and lime tree-scented garden 
embellished with antique wrought iron decorations supplied by Freak Andò, the event The plants of 
the ancient gardens in Bologna will take place, with expert gardener Carlo Pagani and antique 
dealer Maurizio Marzadori; art work donated by Gianna Nannini. 
5 pm to 7 pm Santa Marta Garden, via Torleone 4/1 - free entry 
Tales from the history of the Santa Marta garden - costume play by Teatro della Polvere. The 
garden will be open all afternoon long thanks to the Torleone Insieme Committee. 
6.30 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry 
Presentation of the book Alberi straordinari d’Italia (Extraordinary Trees of Italy), edited by 
Grandi Patriarchi d’Italia, Bruno Mondadori. Talk held by Sergio Guidi and Duccio Caccioni.  
6 pm to 8 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry  
Aperitif at the Arena by Maro. 
 
SATURDAY 18 MAY 
2 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry 
Letture Mobili public reading event staged by the Malippo association, on the theme of gardens, 
flowers and landscape for the occasion. Anyone can read, bringing any text they like; everyone is 
welcome to come along and read: for information, go to https://malippo.altervista.org 
5 pm_Guasto Garden, largo Respighi – free entry Nature and art books workshop for children, 
organised by the Giardino del Guasto Association. Info on the association’s Facebook page. 
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5 pm and 6.30 pm_Santa Marta Garden, via Torleone 4/1 - free entry  Fashion show of clothes 
made by Vicini d’istanti, the dressmaker’s shop born of the experiences of migrant tailors. The 
garden will be open all day long thanks to the Torleone Insieme Committee. From 6.30 pm, it will 
be time for dancing, with Mirame Tango, organised by the Italicus Community Centre. 
5.30 pm_ZOO, Strada Maggiore 50/a 
Playing with leaves, workshop for children aged 4 and over. Entry €10; for bookings: 
lucia@lozoo.org- +39 3334405692. 
6 pm_ReUse with Love, via Savenella 13 - admission with card 
Presentation of the book Le rose italiane. Una storia di passione e bellezza dall’Ottocento a oggi 
(Italian Roses. A story of passion and beauty from the nineteenth century to the present day), by 
Andrew Hornung, Pendragon. Talk held by biologist and rose expert Bruna Tadolini. 
6 pm to 8 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry 
Aperitif at the Arena by Maro. 
6.30 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry 
Orfeonici e silvani Opening concert of the Cori Orfeonici (Orfeonici Choirs) festival, curated and 
organised by the Orfeonica di Broccaindosso Association. With the choirs Doodles (gay choir 
from Prague) and Komos - Gay Choir of Bologna. In partnership with the Komos & Co. festival. 
 
SUNDAY 19 MAY 
5 pm_Guasto Garden, largo Respighi – free entry 
Nature and art books workshop for children, organised by the Giardino del Guasto Association. 
Info on the association’s Facebook page. 
5 pm to 7 pm Santa Marta Garden, via Torleone 4/1 - free entry 
Tales from the history of the Santa Marta garden - costume play by Teatro della Polvere. The 
garden will be open all afternoon long thanks to the Torleone Insieme Committee. 
6 pm_Coop Ambasciatori Bookshop, via degli Orefici 19 - free entry 
Giardini d'autore (Author’s gardens): meeting with author Simona Vinci, Il giardino, la mia 
scrittura, la mia vita. (The garden, my writing, my life). Organised by Coop Ad Alta Voce. 
6 pm to 8 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry 
Aperitif at the Arena by Maro. 
7 pm_Arena Orfeonica, via Broccaindosso 50 - free entry 
Time for music with Trio Senzaspine. Followed by a farewell toast. 
 
 
 


